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Deep and fast electro-optic modulation is critical for high-speed near infrared signal processing. We combine the 
electro-absorption tunability of graphene with the high-Q resonance of a Bragg-based Fabry-Perot resonator at 
λ=1550 nm and show that ~100% free-space signal modulation (>50 dB extinction ratio, <1 dB insertion loss) at 
high speed (>1 GHz) can always be achieved independently of graphene quality (mobility), provided the device is 
operating in reflection mode and tuned in critical coupling with graphene. Remarkably, the critical coupling 
mechanism produces a higher extinction ratio for lower graphene mobility. We use practical considerations to 
optimize the device architecture and operation as a function of graphene mobility. With a small modification this 
scheme can be turned into a very sensitive acousto-absorption modulator with a ~30 dB/Å extinction ratio, or an 
index sensor with 107 %/RIU sensitivity. These designs can be easily extended throughout the midIR spectrum by 
appropriate scaling of layer thicknesses.   

 

Photonic components for fast signal modulation 
and detection at near infrared (NIR) frequencies are 
important for applications in optical signal processing and 
communications1, in both integrated2,3 and free-space 
operation4. In the latter case, the 𝜆 = 1550 nm wavelength 
also appears as an optimal choice5. Graphene6, with its 
electrically tunable conductivity7 and fast carrier relaxation 
times (~ps)8 is poised to make important contributions in 
this field9,10. Graphene-based NIR optical modulation has 
been demonstrated in waveguide-integrated11-15 and in free-
space 16-19 configurations. In the latter case up to ~70% 
modulation depth (MD) at ~MHz modulation frequency 
(MF) was recently demonstrated17,18. 

Graphene absorption is highly tunable within the 
Vis-midIR range via electrostatic gating, being ~2.3%20,21 
(when air-suspended and 2.3/n% when embedded in a 
dielectric22 of index n) for ℏ𝜔 > 2𝐸𝐹  due to interband 
transitions (𝐸𝐹  is the graphene Fermi level determined by 
the electrostatic doping) and significantly reduced below 
this limit due to Pauli-blocking23,24. For much smaller 
frequencies it picks up again due to intraband transitions 
giving rise to graphene plasmonics25-27. Transitioning 
across the Pauli blocking point is relatively sharp for high 
quality graphene but smoothes up as the electron relaxation 
time gets shorter. In any case however, because of the 
overall small graphene absorption (<2.3%), it is imperative 
that the graphene-light interaction is increased by use of a 
resonator structure, such as cavity16-19,28-32 or 
plasmonics15,22,33-38. 

Numerical simulations predict that free-space 
modulators consisting of graphene inserted in a Bragg-type 
resonator can reach MDs ~100%, with low insertion loss 
(IL) and ultrafast (~GHz) MFs39,40, promising great 
opportunities in free-space NIR (or midIR-THz39) 
modulation. In these studies, however, a particular 
hypothesis for graphene quality (i.e. charge carrier 
relaxation time 𝜏 and mobility 𝜇) is adopted and the device 
architecture is optimized accordingly. Besides being 
problematic for devices operating in transmission mode (as 
we will show) since low graphene mobility will drastically 
reduce MD and increase IL, graphene quality consistency 
issues without a systematic understanding and design 
strategy around them can potentially turn into show-
stoppers. In this work we show that a graphene-loaded 
Bragg resonator device operating in reflection mode can 
always be dynamically tuned into critical coupling41-44 (total 
absorption) irrespective of graphene quality, ensuring 
systematically large MD (~100%, >50 dB extinction ratio), 
low IL (<1 dB, <0.01 dB for high mobility graphene) and 
high MF (>1 GHz). We use practical considerations to 
optimize the device architecture and operation as a function 
of graphene mobility. We also show that with a small 
modification this scheme can be turned into a very sensitive 
acousto-absorption modulator with a ~30 dB/Å extinction 
ratio, or an index sensor with 107 %/RIU sensitivity. All 
the considerations and designs studied here for 𝜆 =
1550 nm can also be easily extended throughout the midIR 
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spectrum by appropriately choosing the materials and 
scaling their thicknesses. 

We assume the asymmetrical Bragg cavity shown 
in Fig. 1a consisting of 3 periods of a Si/SiO2 bilayer on 
either side with an Au mirror on the back. The layer 
thicknesses are 𝑑𝑆𝑖 = 113.3 nm and  𝑑𝑆𝑖𝑂2 = 265.4 nm 
corresponding to quarter-wave layers at 𝜆 = 1550 nm for 
refractive indices 𝑛𝑆𝑖 = 3.42 and 𝑛𝑆𝑖𝑂2 = 1.46 
respectively. The cavity consists of a SiO2 double layer 
with a single layer graphene (SLG) in between. We model 
the graphene permittivity by the Kubo formula45 using 
electron relaxation time 𝜏 = 200 fs and assume that it can 
be electrostatically doped by interrogating the bottom Si 
layer (assuming all other Si layers intrinsic), as depicted in 
Fig. 1a (our conclusions are apparently valid for any other 
choice of materials comprising the Bragg stacks). The Au 
mirror at the bottom ensures there is no transmitted wave.  

 

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the proposed device with three Si/SiO2 
periods on either side of the cavity. (b) Reflectance of device in 
(a) for graphene electrostatic doping 0.4283 and 0.7 eV. (c-d) The 
absorption in each constituent as a function of graphene doping 
for a device having the Au mirror in contact with (c) Si and (d) 
SiO2. The red dashed line marked as SLG* is the normalized 
absorptivity of suspended graphene. 

 

The system reflection under normal incidence is 
calculated by employing the Fresnel relations with the 
transfer matrix method and plotted in Fig. 1b for two 
different SLG doping. There exists a critical doping level 
𝐸𝐹𝑐 for which the reflection at 𝜆 = 1550 nm is practically 
zero. We note that in the absence of transmission this 

means perfect absorption, a condition also called critical 
coupling41-44. At any other doping level the reflection 
becomes finite and generally close to 1, yielding 
modulation depth ~100%. Our device is essentially a 
single-port system, given the negligible transmission 
imposed by the back mirror. In this case there is always a 
perfect absorption (critical coupling) condition as can be 
seen by inspection of the general single-port coupled-mode 
formulation for absorption:44,46 

𝛢 =
4𝛾𝑎𝛾𝑑

(𝜔 −𝜔0)2 + (𝛾𝑎 + 𝛾𝑑)2 

where 𝜔0 is the cavity resonance frequency, 𝛾𝑎 the total 
absorption rate of the system and 𝛾𝑑 the decay rate of the 
cavity. In our example absorption is provided by the 
grapheme layer in the cavity center and by the Au mirror in 
the back. At resonance (𝜔 = 𝜔0) we achieve critical 
coupling when the absorption rate matches the cavity decay 
rate (𝛾𝑎 = 𝛾𝑑). So for any given cavity there is always a 
critical absorptivity of its elements that will promote perfect 
absorption. It is interesting to note that deviating in any 
way from this condition reduces the overall absorption. 
That is, we have the (maybe) counter-intuitive result that 
for a cavity with a small decay rate (i.e. high quality factor 
Q) we may need to reduce the absorptivity of the cavity 
elements in order to increase the overall absorption. 
Graphene is a particularly promising material towards this 
direction as its internal absorptivity can be easily controlled 
and fine-tuned by electrostatic doping. 

We explore the graphene tunability towards 
critical coupling in Fig. 1c-d, where we show the total and 
constituent absorptions as a function of graphene doping. 
We distinguish two cases, where the Au mirror is in direct 
contact with a Si layer (Fig. 1c) or with a SiO2 layer (Fig. 
1d), as shown by the inset schematics. We note that because 
the resonant wavelength shifts as we dope graphene, and to 
facilitate our discussion on critical coupling, for each 
different doping we scan the wavelength range and plot the 
point of maximum total absorption. We find that the simple 
change of Au mirror contact (Si or SiO2) imposes dramatic 
changes between the two absorption graphs. Specifically, in 
case of direct contact with Si, the Au mirror exhibits higher 
absorption compared to the other case. Simply, at 𝜆 =
1550 nm the Au refractive index is 𝑛Au = 0.51 + 𝑖10.7 
and its single-pass absorption under normal incidence is 
𝐴Au = 1 − 𝑅∞ , where the semi-infinite reflectance is 
𝑅∞ = |𝑛diel − 𝑛Au|2/|𝑛diel + 𝑛Au|2. Thus, the absorptivity 
in the Si/Au interface is 5.4%, about 2.2 times larger 
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compared to the 2.5% of the SiO2/Au interface. 
Consequently, the required SLG absorptivity for critical 
coupling should be about 2.2 times lower in the Si-
terminated case, as is indeed shown in Fig. 1c-d. The lower 
Au absorptivity in SiO2/Au implies larger room for 
tunability by graphene. Also, working in reflection mode 
the largest contrast is obtained in the SiO2/Au case between 
critically-coupled graphene and highly doped graphene. 
Thus, the optimal configuration is with the smallest index 
dielectric in contact with the Au mirror. 

For evaluating device performance we define the 
modulation depth either as MD[%] = 100(𝑅max −
𝑅min)/𝑅max or MD[dB] = 10 log10(𝑅max/𝑅min) and 
insertion loss either as  IL[%] = 100(1 − 𝑅max) or 
IL[dB] = −10 log10(𝑅max). Maximum reflectance 𝑅max is 
obtained at the highest graphene doping (e.g. at 𝐸𝐹 =
0.7 eV) and minimum reflectance 𝑅min at critical coupling. 
The later varies depending on structure and graphene 
quality. In Fig. 2a we plot the modulation depth as a 
function of detuning 𝛿𝐸𝐹 = 𝐸𝐹 − 𝐸𝐹𝑐 from the critical 
coupling condition, i.e. the detuning of 𝑅min. Extremely 
large values can be obtained provided we can tune the 
graphene Fermi level with enough accuracy. Given the 
natural limitations to this, we explore the more realistic 
condition of having a tolerance in the applied gate voltage. 
In particular, the 𝐸𝐹 = 0.428 eV doping needed for critical 
coupling (see Fig. 1d) results from 𝑉𝑔 = 𝑑𝑆𝑖𝑂2𝑒𝐸𝐹

2/
(𝜀0𝜀𝑆𝑖𝑂2𝜋ℏ

2𝑣𝐹2) = 165 V, where 𝑣𝐹 = 106 m/s the Fermi 
velocity,  𝑑𝑆𝑖𝑂2 = 265 nm the SiO2 gate thickness and 
𝜀𝑆𝑖𝑂2 = 3.9 the gate dielectric constant.  A tolerance of 
𝒟𝐸𝐹 = 1 meV (dotted lines in Fig. 2a) corresponds to 
𝒟𝑉𝑔 = 0.8 V, or a ~0.5% variation, while a 𝒟𝐸𝐹 = 10 meV 
tolerance (full width of Fig. 1a) corresponds to ~5% of 𝑉𝑔. 
Our minimum reflectance is then 
〈𝑅min〉 = (𝒟𝐸𝐹)−1 ∫𝑅(𝜖)𝑑𝜖, where the integration is  
performed within 𝒟𝐸𝐹  around 𝐸𝐹𝑐. For our high quality 
graphene with 𝜏 = 200 fs we find the modulation depth 
〈MD〉 = 6.5 × 104 and 6.7 × 102 for 0.5% and 5% gating 
tolerance respectively.  

 

Figure 2. (a) Modulation depth MD[dB] for the device 
shown in Fig. 1a as a function of detuning  𝛿𝐸𝐹 = 𝐸𝐹 − 𝐸𝐹𝑐 
from 𝑅min. (b) 〈MD〉 as a function of electron relaxation 
time assuming two tolerances on electrostatic doping. (c) 
Critical Fermi level 𝐸𝐹𝑐 for achieving critical coupling. (d) 
Graphene absorptivity for 𝜏 = 200 fs (solid red) and 
𝜏 = 7 fs (dashed blue) (e) Absorption change with Fermi 
level for the two relaxation times above. 

 

We next repeat the calculation for smaller electron 
relaxation times 𝜏 (corresponding to lower graphene 
mobilities according to25 𝜇 = 𝑒𝜏𝑣𝐹2/𝐸𝐹). As an example, 
Fig. 2a also plots the modulation depth for 𝜏 = 7 fs (i.e. 
𝜇 ≅ 140 cm2V−1s−1) found at critical doping 𝐸𝐹𝑐 =
0.51 eV (for comparison, for 𝜏 = 200 fs and critical doping 
𝐸𝐹𝑐 = 0.428 eV we find 𝜇 ≅ 4650 cm2V−1s−1). While the 
peak value remains the same, there is a wider response 
curve, resulting in a much larger averaged modulation 
depth 〈MD〉. This is actually quite a consistent trend as 
shown in Fig. 2b where we plot  〈MD〉 as a function of 𝜏 for 
both 0.5% and 5% tolerances. More than an order of 
magnitude increase in modulation depth is obtained when 
we use lower quality graphene.  

This is a remarkable result that significantly 
loosens graphene quality and fabrication requirements. To 
understand its origins, we plot in Fig. 2c the Fermi level of 
graphene required to reach critical coupling as a function of 
𝜏. We note that a higher doping is required for lower 𝜏. In 
Fig. 2d we plot the absorptivity of graphene suspended 
within SiO2 at 𝜆 = 1550 nm as a function of Fermi level, 
given by 𝐴𝑆𝐿𝐺 = 2𝜋𝑑gr𝜀2/𝑛𝑆𝑖𝑂2𝜆, where 𝑑gr = 0.335 nm 
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is the effective graphene thickness and 𝜀2(𝜔,𝐸𝐹) the 
imaginary part of the graphene’s dielectric function22.  In 
order to keep the graphene absorptivity constant as we 
reduce 𝜏, we indeed need to increase the doping. What 
determines then the magnitude of 〈MD〉 is the derivative of 
absorptivity with doping, i.e. 𝑑𝐴𝑆𝐿𝐺/𝑑𝐸𝐹, which is plotted 
in Fig. 2e. The two vertical lines mark 𝜏 = 200 fs and 
𝜏 = 7 fs, showing about an order of magnitude decrease in 
slope for the latter case. However, the above result is not 
generic but rather specific to the requirements of the 
studied device. As seen in Fig. 2e, there are doping levels 
where 𝑑𝐴𝑆𝐿𝐺/𝑑𝐸𝐹 is smaller for the high quality graphene. 
If critical coupling had occurred at these doping levels (e.g. 
if we had started with another device layout) then the high 
quality graphene would appear as the champion. 

To explore the effect of device layout we vary the 
number of Bragg periods. In Fig.3 three different 
configurations with 2, 3 and 4 periods of Si/SiO2 bilayers 
are evaluated (marked as R2, R3 and R4; in the R2 
configuration because of the much higher 𝛾𝑑 we needed 
high internal absorptivity and thus used the Si/Au 
configuration as in Fig. 1c). Alongside, we show the 
performance of a similar modulator (a symmetric one 
without the Au back mirror) operating in transmission 
mode (with 4, 5 and 6 Bragg periods, marked T4, T5 and 
T6). In this case the performance deteriorates quickly with 
reduced graphene mobility. This behavior is expected, since 
such a device requires graphene to be fully transparent in 
the on state for maximum response. This is in contrast to 
the proposed modulator in reflection mode which shows 
enhanced performance for lower quality graphene. We 
should note that in Fig3a we present the results using a 
0.5% tolerance on gate voltage (curves should be lowered 
by 20 dB for a 5% tolerance).  

Adding Si/SiO2 bilayers on both sides improves 
the modulation depth in transmission mode because of a 
lower 𝑇min in the off state. This however carries a major 
drawback as it also leads to an increase in the device’s 
insertion loss as seen in Fig3b. In reflection mode, in 
contrast, adding Si/SiO2 bilayers reduces the modulation 
depth (because of a narrower 𝑅min, see Fig. 2a) but 
decreases the insertion loss. A 3-(Si/SiO2) bilayer system in 
reflection mode overall outperforms all the other examined 
devices in all the desired figure of merits, even with a 5% 
tolerance in gate voltage, and most importantly, without 
any restrictions on graphene quality. 

 

 
Figure 3. (a) 〈MD〉 and (b) IL for 3 reflective devices 
consisting of 2, 3 and 4 Bragg periods on each side (R2, R3 
and R4) and 3 transmitting devices consisting of 4, 5 and 6 
Bragg periods on each side (T4, T5 and T6). (c) 〈MD〉 vs 
MF and (d) IL vs MF trade-offs for the R3 and R4 devices.   

 

The optics-limited operating frequency is given 
by40 𝑓opt = 𝑐/(𝑛SiO22𝐿𝑄), where 𝑐/𝑛SiO2 is the speed of 
light in the dielectric, 2𝐿 = 1060 nm the roundtrip length 
of the cavity (the middle 2 SiO2 layers in our case) and 𝑄 
the cavity quality factor defined as 𝑄 = 𝜔0/𝛥𝜔, where 𝜔0 
is the cavity mode frequency and 𝛥𝜔 the FWHM. For our 
case of 3 bilayers we find 𝑄~325 and 𝑓opt~600 GHz. This 
is close to the fundamental speed limits posed by the 
photocarrier generation and relaxation processes which are 
up to picosecond timescales8. The electronics-limited 
operating frequency is however much smaller, defined by 
𝑓el = (2𝜋𝑅𝐶)−1, where Rel is the system’s resistance and 
𝐶 = 𝜀0𝜀𝑆𝑖𝑂2𝐴/𝑑𝑆𝑖𝑂2  its capacitance. For an 𝐴 = 50 ×
50 µm2 square area device (covering a typical optical beam 
size) we estimate 𝐶 = 0.33 pF and 𝑅el~0.1 kΩ and 
𝑅el~2.4 kΩ for the 𝜏 = 200 fs and 𝜏 = 7 fs cases 
respectively, where 𝑅el = 𝜎−1 = 𝑛𝑒𝜇 with 𝑛 = 𝐸𝐹2/𝜋ℏ2𝑣𝐹2 
the charge density and μ as defined above. From these we 
find 𝑓el~5 GHz and ~0.2 GHz. Apparently, higher quality 
graphene and/or smaller device footprint lead to higher 
modulation frequencies.  

Given the exceptionally high MD and low IL 
predicted in these structures, there is some room to further 
improve MF by trading with MD and IL. In particular, for 
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charging between gate voltages 𝑉1 and 𝑉2 the instantaneous 
potential is 𝑉 = 𝑉2 + (𝑉1 − 𝑉2)𝑒−𝑡/𝑅𝐶 . Assuming the 
charging (or discharging) to be complete when it reaches 
within 𝒟𝑉𝑔/2 from its target value, we estimate the 
modulation frequency as 𝑓el = [2𝑅𝐶ln(2𝛥𝑉/𝒟𝑉𝑔)]−1, 
where 𝛥𝑉 = 𝑉2 − 𝑉1. A reduced 𝛥𝑉 corresponds to a 
higher 𝑓el but also to a reduced 𝛥𝐸𝐹 and thus to smaller 
〈MD〉 and larger IL. These trade-offs for the R3 and R4 
devices are shown in Fig. 3c-d using 𝒟𝑉𝑔 = 5%. A great 
design flexibility is found, in particular for higher quality 
graphene inside a higher Bragg-count device.  

 

Figure 4. (a) Overall absorption vs mirror separation 𝑥 and 
wavelength. The inset schematic shows the device 
configuration. Color scale is from 0-1. (b) 〈MD〉 as a 
function of detuning from critical separation 𝑥0. 

 

We have shown that the smallest deviation from 
critical coupling has a major consequence in the device 
reflection. This fact can be exploited to design a sensitive 
acousto–optic modulator. We separate the Au mirror from 
the rest of the device by a distance 𝑥, creating a secondary 
cavity as seen in the inset of Fig 4a. For every distance 𝑥 
we tune the graphene Fermi level into its corresponding 
critical coupling value 𝐸𝐹𝑐 and plot in Fig. 4a the total 
absorption as a function of mirror separation 𝑥 and 
wavelength. A strong anti-crossing behavior is found at 
around  𝑥~700 nm, due to interference between the SiO2 
cavity and the mirror cavity, making up for an extremely 
sensitive response. We pick 𝑥0 = 735 nm, where perfect 
absorption is observed for  𝜆 = 1550 nm and plot in Fig. 
4b the 〈MD〉 (assuming 𝒟𝑉𝑔 = 0.5%; gating is fixed in this 
case and thus easily tuned to high accuracy) as a function of 
mirror deflection 𝛿𝑥 = 𝑥 − 𝑥0. Strong reflections with 
increasing 𝛿𝑥 make up for very high 〈MD〉 values. For 
example, a tiny 𝛿𝑥 = 1 Å results in a massive increase in 
reflectance  𝑅 = 103〈𝑅0〉 corresponding to a ~30 dB/ Å 
sensitivity  (only drawback is the small overall reflection 
and thus  large IL). By the same token, a small change in 

the refractive index inside the mirror cavity will also 
produce a measurable change in reflectance. Since the 
optical length is 𝑛𝑥, a 𝛿𝑛/𝑛 = 𝛿𝑥/𝑥 will produce the same 
𝛿𝑅/𝑅. Using the numbers of Fig. 4b we estimate an index 
sensitivity of the order of 107 %/RIU. We note that these 
high sensitivities are independent of graphene mobility, as 
seen in Fig. 4b, because the only requirement is to find the 
appropriate 𝐸𝐹𝑐 to tune into critical coupling. 

In conclusion, we have shown that critical 
coupling is a versatile tool in achieving deep and fast 
optical modulation: a graphene-loaded Bragg resonator 
device operating in reflection mode can always be tuned 
into critical coupling irrespective of graphene quality. The 
key to this is our ability to fine tune the graphene 
electrostatic doping in order to match the cavity decay and 
absorption rates, without having to alter the device 
architecture. This scheme consistently yields large 
modulation depth (~100%) at small insertion loss (<1 dB) 
with high modulation frequency (>1 GHz), even when 
graphene electron relaxation time falls below 10 fs. This 
versatile mechanism can in addition be extended to include 
other operation formats, such as a sensitive acousto-
absorption modulator (~30 dB/ Å) or a sensitive index 
sensor (107 %/RIU). All the considerations and designs 
studied here for 𝜆 = 1550 nm can also be easily extended 
throughout the midIR spectrum by appropriately choosing 
the materials and scaling their thicknesses. 
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